Front panel audio jack

Think you need a hardware repair or want to check repair status? Try our HP repair center. Click
here. Audio or sound issues? Try our automated HP Audio check! Sign out. Select registration
option. Email address. Error: Javascript is disabled in this browser. This page requires
Javascript. Modify your browser's settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browser's
documentation for specific instructions. HP Customer Support. Select your model. How does
HP install software and gather data? When you plug in speakers to the green audio port on the
back of your computer, sound can be heard from the speakers. However, when you plug in your
speaker or headphones to the green audio jack on the front of the computer, sound cannot be
heard. When this happens, simply restarting the computer can sometimes fix this problem. If
the problem continues, even after the computer has been restarted, use the following steps to
fix the problem. Step 1: Uninstall the original audio driver Uninstall the audio driver from Device
Manager using the following steps:. In Windows, search for and open Device Manager. Figure :
Sound device in Device Manager. Right-click the name of the audio device listed under Sound,
video and game controllers. Select Uninstall and then follow the on-screen instructions to
uninstall the audio device. Test the front port by plugging headphones into the lime green audio
port on the front of the computer and playing music. Step 2: Reinstall the original audio driver
Reinstall the original audio driver using the following steps:. If prompted for an administrator
password or confirmation, type the password or provide confirmation. If prompted by User
Account Control to allow the program to make changes to the computer, click Yes. Under I need
help immediately , click Hardware Driver Reinstallation. On the Hardware Driver Reinstallation
screen, click Next. Then click Next. If the driver you want to reinstall is not listed, select the
checkbox next to The driver is not in the list , and then click Next. Follow the onscreen
instructions. Figure : Selecting from the list of factory installed drivers. After the driver
installation is complete, click Finish to restart the computer. Select Reinstall hardware drivers
that came with your computer. Click Next two times and select the name of the audio hardware
that came with your computer. Step 3: Disable jack detection in Realtek Audio Manager If your
computer has Realtek Sound Manager, you might be able to fix this problem by disabling jack
detection from the Realtek Sound Manager software. Figure : Opening Sound Manager. Then
remove the selection from Enable Jack detection when device is plugged in. Figure : Disabling
jack detection. You should now be able to hear sound from the front audio jack. If not, continue
to the next step. Step 4: Check internal cables Check the wiring inside the computer to make
sure the front panel cables are connected to the motherboard. Follow the wires that come from
the front inside of the case to the connection on the motherboard. If it is obvious that a cable is
not fully seated into its socket on the motherboard, press the end of the cable fully onto the
pins on the motherboard. If a wire is disconnected, it might be difficult finding where it
connects. You can also refer to the motherboard layout diagram on your computer's
motherboard specification. The online motherboard specification support document can be
found on your PC Support page in the Product Information category. After checking the wiring,
replace the side panel, plug in power and turn on the computer. If not, the sound hardware
might not be able to switch the audio signal to the front ports and the computer might require
service to replace the sound card or motherboard. Select a location. Europe, Middle East,
Africa. Asia Pacific and Oceania. Select a language. Confirm Back. Search all support. Search
help. Loading Results. The Virtual Agent is currently unavailable. Please try again shortly. Need
help troubleshooting? Just ask. Try asking HP's Virtual Agent. Session timed out. Your session
on HP Customer Support has timed out. Please sign back in to continue Sign in.
Complementary Content. Windows 10 no sound from audio can be a rather annoying thing,
especially when you find that no audio here is with Front audio or rear audio Jack. Once Front
panel audio stops working, no matter if it is not plugged in or having some sound issues, you
are unable to enjoy the beautiful music or play computer games. In some sense, the Front audio
problem on Windows 10 is the major cause of the microphone or speaker not working on
Windows It is believed that the phenomenon that when one plugged the headset or microphone
to the front Jack, it is not working, is also why many of you are complaining that Windows 10
has no sound from audio Jack sometimes. To help you solve sound issue effectively, here this
post will introduce to you ways on the basis of every possible reason. To simplify the matter,
you would better check the physical condition of the front Jack, in other words, you are advised
to make sure you have plugged your microphone or headphone into the right audio plug. It is a
common sense that the green is designed for your speaker or headphone , and the pink one is
for the microphone. Do not make any mistake about this plug. And if the two jacks are the same
on front panel, you can recognize them with the icon. Nevertheless, you can also choose to plug
your microphone or speaker to the rear panel audio jack plug to see if it can generate sound. If
it can make the audio device work, you can use the rear panel socket. But if not, you can go
ahead. It is necessary for you to set the microphone or the speaker as the default device for the

purpose of avoiding possible troubles. Fix sound icon missing on windows And then click OK.
You have just made the speaker or the microphone as the default device, which would make the
front jack work well and Windows 10 audio sound issue resolved automatically. Unless it is
really helpful for you to solve the front jack out of work issue, or you should forge ahead to
further solutions. If you find the Front Jack is in good physical condition, but it has no sound
from microphone or speaker on Windows 10, maybe you should change the Front Jack detect
settings to get rid of the unnecessary interruption. In common, when you insert a microphone
or speaker to the audio jack, if it pops the information that a jack has been plugged in, you do
not need to disable the front panel jack detection. But if there is not, you should tick it. After you
have disabled the front jack detection, there will be no disturbance affecting the audio sound.
You can choose to plug a microphone or headphone to check whether the front audio jack is
working now and the audio sound issue is solved. If the windows 10 sound issue in front jack
persists, maybe it is the audio driver that leads to the issue rather than the front jack, on this
condition, you may as well choose to update the audio drivers for Windows The incompatible
audio driver may also be the contributor to the no sound issue, so uninstall it in device manager
and let Windows 10 reinstall a new one for you. But in the first place, you must make sure you
have set the microphone or the speaker as the default device. Here such as Realtek HD audio
driver. Then click Scan for hardware changes and Windows 10 can automatically download and
install a new audio driver for you. This time you can hear sound from the front jack after you
plugged the microphone or headphone in. Of course, updating the audio driver will be a way to
fix the front audio jack no working on Windows Because the driver issue will lead to this
problem. You can enter the official site to download the latest version of audio driver to update
it, which will be take some time. And you can also use Driver Booster to help you update the
audio drivers automatically. With Driver Booster, you can update all the drivers including audio
device driver and it save your time. Driver Booster is a professional driver update software,
which provides an easy way to manage device drivers on your computer. It will quickly update
the Realtek HD audio drivers so as to further fix front panel audio jack no sound issue.
Download Driver Booster, install and run it on your pc. Click Scan. Driver Booster will scan all
the devices drivers including Realtek HD audio driver, microphone driver or speaker drivers.
Click Update. Find the Sound, video and game controllers, then find the audio driver, click
Update. In short, sometimes, in fact, it is your front jack not working that makes Windows 10
sound issue, but the outdated or incompatible audio driver fails to play sounds for you. Though
there are numerous factors that cause the Windows 10 no sound from the audio jack, take it
easy, you can solve the sound issue easily as long as you can go through the steps. Skype
Audio Not Working on Windows Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Accessories Windows Errors. How to Fix Front Panel Audio Jack Not Working
Issue It is believed that the phenomenon that when one plugged the headset or microphone to
the front Jack, it is not working, is also why many of you are complaining that Windows 10 has
no sound from audio Jack sometimes. After you plug the microphone or speaker into the right
audio jack, you can talk with others. Tips: Nevertheless, you can also choose to plug your
microphone or speaker to the rear panel audio jack plug to see if it can generate sound.
Solution 2: Set the default device It is necessary for you to set the microphone or the speaker as
the default device for the purpose of avoiding possible troubles. Solution 3: Disable Front Panel
Jack Detection If you find the Front Jack is in good physical condition, but it has no sound from
microphone or speaker on Windows 10, maybe you should change the Front Jack detect
settings to get rid of the unnecessary interruption. Tips: If the windows 10 sound issue in front
jack persists, maybe it is the audio driver that leads to the issue rather than the front jack, on
this condition, you may as well choose to update the audio drivers for Windows Solution 5:
Update Audio Driver Of course, updating the audio driver will be a way to fix the front audio jack
no working on Windows You Might Also Like. With Win 8. When I plug in my headphone to the
front panel of my PC, the sounds switche automatically to my headphones and the monitor
speakers will go silent. Now with Win 10, my front panel jacks go dead. I have to plug my
headphones to the rear jacks, and then I have to go to windows control panel and change the
default audio device every time. Can anyone help me reactivate the front panel jacks, and then
let Win 10 automatically switch between monitor speakers and headphones? The issue could be
because of incompatible sound drivers on the computer. Please follow the below link to know
how to install the drivers in compatibility mode:. Let us know if we could be of any help
regarding to Windows in future. Was this reply helpful? Yes No. Sorry this didn't help. My PC is
not from a big name manufacturer. I bought the components and had them put together from a
local computer shop. I've checked all my drivers and they are up to date. Just don't understand
why the front audio jack doesn't work, and I had to manually switch between speakers and
headphones. I really regret the decision to upgrade to Win 10 now. To me, Win 10 is the worst

Windows upgrade ever. I think Microsoft has lost it. Same problem here. I checked and windows
tells me, all my drivers are working fine and up to date. Maybe we need to set some option in
BIOS? Also, is it normal that the front panel isn't listed under jack information in the Speakers
Setup? But no automatic switch when plugin into front panel. Not sure what this means. I would
expect Win 10 to be at least on par with Win 8. This is quite disappointing. Webpage loading
speed has slowed down tremendously as well Had same problem and resolved it. Go to Device
Manager, find your audio headphones and speakers driver and delete them both. Then go to
refresh and they will installed automatically. After that it should be work. Thanks for helping.
Followed your advice and uninstalled all audio drivers under Device Manager. Then selected for
scan devices and the drivers were reinstalled. But now my computer goes completely silent.
What should I do? By the way, I am using an MS bluetooth keyboard. When Win 10 was first
installed some of the keys went dead. I unpaired it and pair it up again and it is working well
now. Probably it's the same issue with my audio de
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vices, just that this time it doesn't work Choose where you want to search below Search Search
the Community. Search the community and support articles Windows Windows 10 Search
Community member. Tony Chan HT. Appreciate your help. This thread is locked. You can follow
the question or vote as helpful, but you cannot reply to this thread. I have the same question
What is the make and model of your computer? Thanks for your feedback. How satisfied are
you with this reply? Thanks for your feedback, it helps us improve the site. In reply to A. User's
post on August 9, Thanks again for your help. And btw, the microphone is working. In reply to
SoerenIhnenfeld's post on August 10, Problem shifted but not solved Now I can select
Headphones in the Volume Panel and it works. BUT only for the headphones. Sorry for my bad
English. In reply to Hello's post on August 16, Hi, Thanks for helping. Hi, Thanks for your
advice. Tried it and the situation is still the same. This site in other languages x.

